Noninvasive Cardiac Imaging and the Prediction of Heart Failure Progression in Preclinical Stage A/B Subjects.
Heart failure (HF) continues to grow as a cause of morbidity and mortality in our community and presents a significant public health problem, predominantly in individuals ≥65 years of age. Early intervention in asymptomatic HF subjects (Stage A/B) at risk of progression to symptomatic HF (Stage C/D) may provide an opportunity to halt this epidemic. The ability of cardiac imaging to assess cardiac structure and function permits early identification of those at increased risk of developing symptomatic HF. Systolic, diastolic, and structural left ventricular parameters each predict symptomatic HF, but no single parameter has sufficient sensitivity for screening to identify individuals with Stage A/B HF who are at increased risk of disease progression. Transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) has the advantage over other imaging modalities in being able to measure systolic, diastolic, and structural left ventricular parameters, and it identified at least 1 abnormal parameter in >50% of individuals with Stage A/B HF ≥65 years of age. Moreover, identification of at least 1 abnormality according to TTE in individuals with Stage A/B HF ≥65 years of age had 72% to 82% sensitivity for detection of those who subsequently developed symptomatic HF. Therefore, a case can be made for cardiac imaging by using TTE for community-dwelling populations with Stage A/B HF ≥65 years of age to identify those with increased risk of symptomatic HF who can be offered preventative therapies. Further studies are required to determine the best strategy for identifying the risk of symptomatic HF in younger individuals.